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ACTIVE ;ARBORNE CONTAMINATION CONTROL USING ELECTROPHORESIS

Bradley D. Veatch
Decontamination & Decommissioning Technology Group

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc., Rocky Flats Plant
P.O. Box 464, Golden, CO 80402-0464

(719) 460-8644

AB_CT worker is given additionalpersonnel protective
In spite of our best efforts, radioactiveairborne equipment(PPE), attempts are madeto filter or
contamination continues to be a formidable otherwise process the containmentatmosphere,
problem at many of the Departmentof Energy or elaborateengineering is used to performthe
(DOE) weapons complex sites. Forworkersthat work remotely. In many circumstances those
must enter areas with high levels of airborne responses are not cost effective, require
contamination, personnel protective equipment excessive time to implement, or are impractical
(PPE) can become highly restrictive, greatly for other reasons. In many cases, those
diminishing productivity. Rather than require organizations responsible for personnel
even more restrictive PPE forpersonnel in some protectionmay simply deny access.
situations, the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) is
actively researching and developing methods to At the RockyFlats Plant (RFP), a situation was
aggressively combat airborne contamination encounteredwhere excessively high levels of
hazardsusing electrophoretic technology. With airborne radioactive contamination prevented
appropriateequipment, airborne particulatescan personnel from entering a room to perform
be effectively removed and collected for disposal periodic equipment inspections as required. In
in one simple process. The equipmentneeded to response to this problem, research efforts were
implement electrophoresis is relatively initiatedto develop a technology for aggressively
inexpensive, highly reliable, and very compact, cleaning containment atmospheres in-situ. The
Once airborne contaminationlevels are reduced, methods initially considered were large-scale
less PPE is required and a significant cost atmosphere handling (filtering) and the
savings may be realized through decreased waste introductionof assorted materials and liquids to
and maximized productivity. Preliminary create exposed adhesive surfaces to enhance
"cold," or non-radioactive, testing results at the natural particle attrition rates ("flypaper".) For
RFP have shown the technology to be effective the majority of real applications, those
on a reasonable scale, with several potential techniques are impractical, ineffective, or result
benefits and an abundanceof applications, in dramatically increased waste production and

personnel exposure.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the Department of Energy (DOE) The RFP is currently performing research and
weapons complex and within many industrial developmentinto another technique that employs
facilities, airborne contamination hazards greatly electrostatic principles to effectively manipulate

_. complicate (or totally preclude)performing some airborne particulates. Using electrophoresis,
tasks and activities. Generally, the normal airborne contamination can be manipulated and
response is "reactive" in nature, and either the
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collected in a way that greatly facilitates vector equations together predict that a charged
removal. The technique has been successfully particle will accelerate along the electric field
used in the semiconductor manufacturing gradient. Another set of equations, not given
industry to create clean room environments on here, predict that atmospheric drag forces on a
the order of Class 1 (one particle0.5 micron or given particle will increase until they just
greater in diameter per cubic meter of space.)/// balance the force due to the electric field.
Hospitals, restaurants, and various Under this force balance, the particle moves
manufacturing plants requiring ultra-clean along with a constant velocity. This behavior
environments have successfully used has been empirically verified by other
electrophoresis to remove airborne hazards, researchers.
Efforts to locate a commercial system capable of
satisfying the stringent design and operating To make use of this phenomenon and effectively
requirements of the RFP have not been remove airborne contamination, two conditions
successful, and an acceptable system is being must be met: 1.} airborne particulates must
developed in-house. These development efforts possess or be given an electric charge, and 2.}
have resulted in several new innovations and an electric field must be superimposed and
patents are being pursued, oriented to accelerate the airborae particulates in

the desired direction. Fortunately, both of these
THEORY OF OPERATION conditions can be achieved using specially

" Technically, electrophoresis is the large-scale designed equipment. Figure {1} provides a
movement of charged particles in an electric
field. While the term is usually used to describe
charged particle motion in liquids (colloidal ........ : ::

suspensions), gases can be considered if they are l[ . . ....101_:_:.__./._-:(,........

treated as low viscosity fluids. The concept of . s,_i :*::iii
an "electric atmosphere" was first suggested in o o _,NALo,

1753 by J. Canton./2] The foundational work of .... : :: ::::
A. Bennet in 1787 and other inventors such as ° ° ° :0: o:_
Toepler and Wimshurst, working in the area of .:::. t: :: ,oN. ::...... ::_:::..

.i i. ". -I _EINEI:_TOIa: . ..'A.I- _I_OI=tNE! . ::: ". .
COF,_AM.I N,AT,10N,:. ::: o

high-voltage generators and culminating in the :_::_i_ ................ . : : : k.m+.:. S_ $..O .:: + "::. rm ' .j.. "work of N. Tesla, provided the basis for the : :+ I'_'_I_ ' = ' _ ' "_ _ Y "" * : '1 ' ''' '' ' " "' ........ '' :. J .

:. .-' " .:.i: .... o:+ .". :

discovery of electrophoresis inthelate 1890s./21 :....::l+=m.,,,-om *:-:: :: ; ........:::_:::ii::o : .- " .i, ....

The fundamental vector equationsdescribing the : , ....... .............
- -_:. - .

basic phenomenon can be written/3]: ° _o_,_,,c,o_ ,
"TIERMI NAL. • . . ::' i

F = q£ {1}

• ' " "i...:, •

1;' mA {2} Figure {1} Typical EquipmentArrangement

For Equation {1}, F is the force acting upon a
body with charge q in an electric field, E. schematic diagram of a typical equipment
Equation {2} is Newton's Second Law of configuration. The salient portions of the
Motion describing the acceleration A of a system are the negative ion generator, electric
particle with mass m subjectto force F. These field generator, and a suitable terminal array

interconnectedwith appropriatecabling. Figure
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containments (SSCs.)/6 & 7] Typically, these situations without a large-scale engineering
constructions are fabricated from polyvinyl effort. Several new designs are also on the
chloride(PVC), which hasanegativedielectric drawing board for innovative new PPE
charge and naturally repulses negative ions. enhancements, and patents are being pursued.
Similarly, most organisms and biological agents
also possess a natural negative charge and will REFERENCF_
similarly resist negative ions. By using negative 1.) Yehl, J. E. et. al., Ionize to control
ions in the electrophoretic equipment design, an cleartroom contamination, CleanRooms,
additional degree of protection can be obtained. Vol. 2, Num. 3, March 8, 1988.
Finally, positive ion exposure has been linked to
the serotonin syndrome (headaches and fatigue), 2.) Ford, R. A., Homemade Lightening,
while exposure to negative ions has been Tab Books, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1991,
suggested to possess therapeutic value, pp. 11.

To date, no health or safety issues have been 3.) Zafiratos, C. D., Physics, 2nd Ed.,
uncovered that would prevent the use of ion John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY,
generating systems as discussed. Limited studies 1985, chptrs. 28-31.
have indicated that animals exposed to very high
energy ions can exhibit skin erosion and 4.) Holub, R. F., "Removal of Radioactive
damage. However, the ion energy levels needed and Nonradioactive Aerosol by
to initiate and maintain electrophoresis are Aircleaners," U.S. Department of the
significantly lower than those that cause injury. Interior, Bureau of Mines, Denver, CO,
In addition, the RFP intends to use the system to 1994.
remove airborne radioactive contamination prior
to entry by personnel. Just prior to entry, the 5.) Spragg, S. P., Electrophoresis,
system will be turned off for most applications. Encyclopedia of Physical Science and
Several medical research institutions are Technology, Vol. 5, Academic Press,
continuing their investigations into ion-related Orlando, 1992, pp. 819-837.
health effects, and should additional relevant
information come to light, design changes or 6.) Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
operating restrictions will be imposed as Part 835.
appropriate.

7.) Department of Energy Radiological
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS Control Manual.
To date, electrophoresis "cold" testing at the
RFP has yielded very favorable results. These 8.) Hopke, P. K., et. al.,"Evaluation of the
results indicate that additionaldetailed testing Effectiveness of Several Air Cleaners
and a full evaluation using radionuclides is for Reducing the Hazard from Indoor
warranted. RFP has initiated effortsto identify Radon Progeny," Department of
a suitable beta test site with radionuclides Chemistry, Clarkson University,
present. It is anticipated thatonce implemented, Potsdam, NY 13699-5810.
additional ne_ applications for the technology
will become evident. The compact, modular
design being developed by the RFP technical
staff should be flexible enough to permit direct
testing and implementation in these unproven
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TARGET PROBLEM:

• Concentration levels contaminants in a given space are
sufficient to drastically complicate or totally preclude
entry by personnel

• Contaminants may consist of radioactive particulates,
biological agents, or mineral dusts

TYPICAL SOLUTION STRATEGIES:

• Install filters in the ventilation system upstream from
the contaminated space

• Attempt to process (filter) the contaminated atmosphere
in-situ by "outrunning" the normal ventilation system

• Deploy adhesive-vearing su,rfacesor liquids to enhance
particle attrition ("flypaper)

(,_ EB¢B ROCKY FLATS
May 4,1994 B.D. Veatch, Jgo 2



ELECTROPHORESIS DISCUSSION

D_FINITION:

• Bulk movement of charged particles under the
influence of an electric field

THI=nRY nF OPERATION;

• An electric field exerts force on a charged
particle according to the equations:

F=qE {1}

F = mA {2}

Where: A- Particle acceleration
F - Force acting upon the particle
M- Particle mass
q - Particle charge

d.n_EB=B ROCKY FLATS -"
May 4,1994 B.D. Veatch, Jgo 3
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Figure {1} Typical Equipment Arrangement

(._ES_G ROCKY FLA13
May 4, 1994 B.D. Veatch, Jgo 4
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BENEFITS:II

• Equipment is not excessively complicated or
extensive, and is easy to implement

• Equipment is relatively inexpensive and highly
reliable

• Same equipment designs are highly versatile

n ROCKY FLATS
May 4, 1994 B.D. Veat©h, Jgo 5



Step [1] Negatively charged microions
are sprayed into the contam-
inated space.

Step [2] Neutral airborne contaminant
particles enter electric field
and ion spray.

Step [3] Microions adsorb to
contaminant particles to
form macroions.

Step [4] Macroions move to collector
terminal under influence of
electric field and are trapped.

Figure {2_,}Terminal Array Schematic
<,_ EB¢O ROCKY" FLATS -,

May 4,1994 B.D. Veatch, Jgo 6
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APPLICATIONS:

• Screens or "curtains" for hallways
and doors

• Point control of airborne
contamination sources

• Control of airborne contamination
while doffing personnel protective
equipment

° Many other potential applications
for the technology

Figure {3} Potential Applications

_._F._ ROCKY FLATS -,_1 ii I ii H I I

May 4, 1994 B.D. Veatch, j9o 7
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PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS"

• No quantitative performance results have yet
been released

• Qua!itat!ve testing indicates reasonably scaled
applications can be addressed

• • • • •

• Extenswe testing in both radloactwe and
non-radioactive sites is in preparation

__EB_I3 ROCKY FLATS
May 4,1994 B.D. Voatch, Jgo 8
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DISCLAIMER m
ql'

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United Status
V=,

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, norany of their _sr

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or resI"_.n_i-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,or l
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, _.
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- --
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof. _/ I






